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 What is insured?
Depending on the insurance option agreed upon entry 
into the contract, the insurance covers the following 
objects specified in the policy:
 a building, a building carcass, interior finishing or 

a civil engineering work;
 fittings and equipment;
 goods.

 The policyholder can choose between the following 
insurance covers:
- fire insurance cover, which covers damage caused 

by fire, direct lightning strike, explosion and the 
crash of aircraft;

- comprehensive insurance cover, which covers 
damage caused by fire, direct lightning strike, 
explosion, the crash of aircraft, acts against 
property, pipeline leakage, storm or hail;

- all-risk insurance cover, which covers damage 
arisen as a result of an unexpected and sudden 
event.

 In addition, the policyholder can choose the following 
additional insurance covers:
- additional glass insurance cover, which covers 

damage caused to glass surfaces due to an 
unexpected and sudden external event;

- additional flood insurance cover, which covers 
damage caused by natural flood;

- additional equipment breakdown insurance 
cover, which covers damage arisen due to an 
unexpected and sudden internal breakdown of 
an equipment;

- additional insurance cover for expenses for 
continuation of economic activities, which covers 
the additional expenses for renting temporary 
property and for moving necessary for the 
continuation of economic activities as a result of 
an insured event;

- additional insurance cover for claims for loss of 
rental income, which covers the rental income 
lost as a result of an insured event.

 The insurance contract includes only those insurance 
and additional covers, which have been specified in 
the insurance contract, taking into consideration the 
restrictions set out in the insurance contract.

 What is not insured?
The following does not constitute an insured object 
without a special agreement:
 motor vehicles, aircraft and watercraft subject to 

registration;
 information, licences and other similar property;
 cash, securities, documents, including manuscripts, 

drawings, items held in archives;
 weapons, ammunition, explosives;
 samples or prototypes, exhibits of an exhibition, 

models;
 sculptures, items of antique or artistic value, items 

made of precious metals and of other precious 
materials;

 illegal items.

 Are there any restrictions on cover?
! Damage is not indemnified in the case of the exclusions 

provided in the insurance contract or conditions. 
These include for example:
- intentional action;
- foreseeable event;
- natural wear and tear;
- building work in the place of insurance;
- obligation to preserve and maintain property;
- installation and testing;
- change in properties of goods;
- sinking and cracking;
- loss of the insured object;
- contractual liability and warranty;
- fines, interest on arrears, interest and other non-

proprietary damage;
- epidemic;
- breakdown of information technology equipment;
- other exclusions provided in the insurance 

contract.
! The insurance indemnity is limited to the sum insured, 

which is determined by the policyholder according to 
the insurable value.

! Deductible is the part of damage that is determined in 
the insurance contract and borne by the policyholder 
in the case of each insured event. 

This information document provides a general overview of the insurance service. The information document does not reflect the specificities of 
the contract to be entered into. Complete information about the insurance contract to be entered into can be found in other documents, such as 
the offer, the insurance conditions and the policy.

What is this type of insurance?
Corporate property insurance is the insurance of the property necessary for the operations of a company with which it is possible to insure con-
struction works, fittings, equipment and goods. Additionally, it is possible to enter into business interruption insurance which also indemnifies, in 
addition to the proprietary damage arisen to an insured object, fixed costs and loss of profit.

 Where am I covered?
 The insurance is valid in the place of insurance specified in the insurance contract



 What are my obligations?
— The insurance contract and insurance conditions must be read thoroughly.
— Insurance premiums must be paid in a timely manner.
— The insurer must be notified of risk circumstances and changes therein.
— The safety requirements specified in the corporate property insurance contract must be fulfilled.
— Legislation in force in Estonia must be observed.
— Obligations arising from the insurance contract must be explained to persons equivalent to the policyholder.
— The insurer must immediately be notified of insured events and the insurer’s further instructions must be followed.

 When does the cover start and end?
The insurance cover starts on the date of commencement of the insurance period. The insurance cover ends upon the expiry of the 
insurance period. The insurance cover may also end before the expiry of the insurance period specified in the policy. For example, the 
insurer may terminate the contract if the insurance premium has not been paid.

 How can I cancel the contract?
To cancel the contract, a respective request must be submitted to the insurer. In general, the contract is only cancelled prematurely by 
agreement between the policyholder and the insurer.

 When and how do I pay?
The amount and due date of the insurance premium are specified in the policy. The premium is usually paid by bank transfer on the 
basis of an invoice. If the contract is deemed entered into as of the payment of the premium, the term during which the premium 
must be paid is specified in the offer.


